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This is what the data actually look like 
We subtract away most of the data



We know the host-galaxy 
encodes information

classification, host-mass step/correlations between SSFR and light curve 
properties



But our model for incorporating that information isn’t great

 
(from Scolnic+2018)
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Host systematics can enter in four locations

Photometry pipeline

Host Mass/SFR determination

Light curve fitting

Cosmology fitting
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Building the Host-Sample



Train a RF (60/40 split 
w/ 200-1000 

estimators) on host-
properties to predict 

SN type  

Without any actual 
light curve 

information, the host-
galaxy predict SN type 
with ~70% accuracy. 



RF cares mostly about “peakyness” and colors



Works for other classes 
as well, but you have to 
aggregate many of the 
smaller classes to get 

enough data 
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